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	NAME: Astaroin
	DESCRIPTION: From the Astaro binary system, located in the Astaro Beta system with its small & lone, class M planet, lies the bustling city-hive of Quintus surrounded by a vast ocean. In this megalopolis live the crustaceans Astaroin, a race of hard-shelled humanoids with a genetic knack for structural engineering. They began to expand into the stars, looking for more resources & room to grow. Their first real success was in the nearby Dura system, a star system with 4 habitable planets, where their powerful infantry troops pounded the native life into extinction. In a few short decades, they built huge colonies across these 4 worlds, & set up lasting structures & mining operations to fund their research on their homeworld. In the last millennia, they have continued their growth, though they slowed down to accept moral growth as well. No longer did they seem eager to conquer & overtake, & began to seek out allies instead.Avg ht: 5'6"; Avg wt: 300 lbs. Cannot suffer from knockdowns.
	ERA:  2371 or later [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13:  We build strong & everlasting structures.
	Text Field 7: Control +1. Fitness +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Astaroin are powerfully built crustaceans with slow & deliberate reflexes & shortsighted to a fault, they are savage competitors that dominate their planet through a constant drive to build & expand. Being amphibious, they can breathe normally underwater or any other liquid with a high oxygen content, & thus cannot drown. They are salt eaters. All their food & drink must be heavily salted. All have Resistance of 2.
	TALENTS: Astaroin, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Volcanic Spawn
	TALENT TEXT 1: You were part of a spawning that incubated & hatched in the vicinity of a volcanic vent on the ocean floor of Astaro. This made your egg’s shell, & therefore your own body, far more thick & durable than others of your kind. You have a Natural Resistance of 3.
	TALENT NAME 2: Freshwater Spawn
	TALENT TEXT 2: You were part of a spawning that incubated & hatched away from your homeworld, in a freshwater stream or lake. This made your egg’s shell, & therefore your own body, thinner & more pliable than others of your kind. Your Natural Resistance is 1, but increases the Diff of Attacks vs you by 1.
	TALENT NAME 3: Structural Enfgineers
	TALENT TEXT 3: Astaroin are superior architects & engineers, & several races use their skills in their own shipbuilding & resource refining. You gain 1d20 to any Engineering task rolls. Also, the Difficulty is lowered by 1 when it relates, specifically, to Structural Engineering.
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